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Appendix 
 

Modified Percent of Poverty (MPP) starts with the federal government’s own percent-of-poverty 

figure.  It then modifies that figure to attempt to provide a reasonable estimate of the true cost of 

raising a child at a given standard of living.  MPP is based on the notion that, as income rises, the 

cost of raising a child rises along with it, but not proportionally. 

 

For example, according to the government’s own percent-of-poverty figures, it costs about $4,000 

to raise a child at the poverty level, meaning that a couple whose income is at the poverty line—

about $16,000—needs about an extra $4,000 in income to raise a child and stay at that same 

standard of living.  It does not at all clearly follow, however, that a couple whose income is 100 

times the poverty level, or about $1.6 million, needs an extra $400,000 (100 times $4,000) to 

maintain their same standard of living if they have a child.  Nor does that couple need only 

$4,000, the amount needed to raise a child at the poverty level.  Their true cost of raising a child, 

while staying at their same standard of living, is clearly somewhere in between these two 

numbers. 

 

Simply averaging the two numbers would presumably yield a more accurate result than using 

solely the $4,000 figure or solely the unmodified percent-of-poverty figure.  Averaging the two 

numbers would yield a tally of $4,000 for the cost of raising a child at the poverty level 

(($4,000+$4,000)/2) and $202,000 for the cost of raising a child at 100 times the poverty level 

(($4,000+$400,000)/2).   

 

In truth, however, the cost of raising a child seems to rise more proportionally with income at first 

and less so as income rises.  That is, from the poverty level, the cost of raising a child seems to rise 

pretty much alongside an increase in income.  Gradually, however, the cost of raising a child falls 

off and doesn’t increase at the same rate.  Imagine two rockets that are launched, with one’s 

trajectory continuing in a straight line from the launch (income), while the other’s trajectory 

starts to fall off, eventually becoming almost parallel with the horizon (the cost of raising a child). 

 

In other words, merely averaging the two numbers (the cost of a child at poverty and the cost of a 

child at X percent of poverty) seems to understate the true cost of raising a child at, say, twice the 

poverty level, while it seems to overstate it at, say, 100 times the poverty level.   

 

Modified Percent of Poverty attempts to correct for this.  According to MPP—and using (for ease 

of comparison) $4,000 as the rough poverty line—the following tallies more closely approximate 

the true cost of raising a child:  $4,000 at the poverty line; $6,667 at twice the poverty line; 

$8,444 at three times the poverty line; $10,000 at four times the poverty line; $14,286 at seven 

times the poverty line; $18,400 at ten times the poverty line; and $138,640 at 100 times the 

poverty line.   

 

The following estimates show the cost of raising a child based on four different measures (again, 

for ease of comparison, using $4,000 as the cost of raising a child at the poverty level and 

$16,000 as the poverty line for a couple, instead of the actual (2015) figures of $4,160 and 

$15,930): 
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Estimated Cost of Raising a Child 

 

    Flat  Linear  Average MPP 

Poverty level ($16K/couple) $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 

2 x pov. ($32K/couple) $4,000 $8,000 $6,000 $6,667 

3 x pov. ($48K/couple) $4,000 $12,000 $8,000 $8,444 

4 x pov. ($64K/couple) $4,000 $16,000 $10,000 $10,000 

7 x pov. ($112K/couple) $4,000 $28,000 $16,000 $14,286 

10 x pov. ($160K/couple) $4,000 $40,000 $22,000 $18,400 

100 x pov. ($1.6M/couple) $4,000 $400,000 $202,000 $138,640 

 

So MPP reflects that, at up to four times the poverty level, it costs more to raise a child than would 

be suggested by the average of the flat cost of raising a child at the poverty level ($4,000) and the 

linear (unmodified) percent-of-poverty cost.  At the same time, MPP reflects that, beyond four 

times the poverty level, it costs less to raise a child than the average of the flat and linear tallies 

would suggest—and this gap widens as income rises. 

 

Thus, at the poverty level, MPP says that it costs 100 percent of what a linear percent-of-poverty 

progression would say that it costs to raise a child, while at 100 times the poverty level, MPP says 

that it costs barely over one-third of what a linear percent-of-poverty progression would suggest. 

 

Formula for MPP 

 

MPP = A/(((A/B-1)*(C/D)/3+1)*D*E+(A/B)*F)*(A/B)*G 

 

A = income 

B = modified income = D*E+F 

C = “full price” kid = if E>0, then (A-F)/E; otherwise, D 

D = additional income per kid needed to stay at same financial level = if G<1, then G*4160; 

otherwise, 1/3*(G*4160)+2/3*((G*4160+(G-1)*4160)/G) 

E = # of kids 

F = equivalent income without kids = G*(11770+((# of adults)-1)*4160) 

G = % of poverty (based on the federal government figures of $11,770 per adult and $4,160 per 

additional family member) 

 

 


